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Buckaroo Leatherworks is unique to the tools and hardware industries as well as to the building and 
construction sectors. Not only does Buckaroo specialise in product design dedicated to industry, the company 
is also the manufacturer of these quality goods.

HISTORY
The business started as a one man operation back in 1971 by Kenneth Van Der Water. He was a leatherworker, 
industrial designer, machinist and family man who designed and crafted footwear, handbags, belts and leather 
accessories for men and women. The business diversified in the 1990s when cheap imports began to flood 
Australia. It became fragile and almost ended as a result. But the fighting spirit kicked in and, after seeing a 
need, he set out to revolutionise the way tradies carried their tools.

DISTRIBUTION
The company distributes its quality products through hundreds of resellers throughout Australia. International 
distribution throughout Asia, New Zealand, the UK and the USA is also growing.

END USERS
The range of Buckaroo Tradesmen’s Gear has remained relevant to its core tradespeople customers but has 
more recently appealed to a broader customer who values quality, authenticity and functionality – regardless of 
what they do for a living. Buckaroo products are now sold through DIY networks, gardening outlets and hobby 
stores.

MANUFACTURING
The Buckaroo factory is located in North Wollongong, New South Wales,  Australia. The skilled workforce 
(most staff having a passion for leatherwork) manufactures all products that are destined for our domestic and 
international customers. Quality control is undertaken at each step of production.

MADE IN WOLLONGONG, AUSTRALIA

We are committed to continuing to manufacture in Australia and support local jobs and directly contribute to 
the industries we supply. The Construction and Mining sectors are more viable when teamed with local supply. 
This is why we are the preferred supplier to many industries and local corporations. 

All Buckaroo products proudly display the Australian Made logo, a symbol representing genuine Australian 
products. This symbol is locally and internationally recognised and represents confidence, quality and 
authenticity. Buckaroo Leatherworks has been a member and advocate of the Australian Made Campaign for 
over 20 years.

The reputation of Buckaroo as a company and the entire product range has been built on our ability to provide 
high performing products designed for a specific need. This has been teamed with excellent customer service 
and genuine product guarantees and aftersales service.

COMPANY OVERVIEW

Buckaroo products are proudly Australian Made. Manufacturing in Australia is becoming an 
important part of our message. Not only are our products made here, we also select Australian 
produced materials including webbing, leathers, copolymer and metal parts.
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BUCKAROO BUILD YOUR OWN BELT™

TOOL BELTS
Premium quality high performance tool belts to suit professional trade. 

The combination of materials used on our belts allow them to last 
under the harsh conditions in which they are used. Only 100% natural 
Australian wool felt padding is used as natural wool felt breaths and is 
waterproof.

Sizes range from 32” - 46” and larger sizes can be made on request.

The Buckaroo Build Your Own Belt™ concept is like no other. 
Simply choose your belt and customise it based on what you 
need to carry. Feel free to easily add and remove nail bags, 
tool frogs and other accessories and only carry what you 
need. This eliminates the risk of carrying too much weight. 

BUILD YOUR OWN BELT

BUILD YOUR OWN BELT

BUILD YOUR OWN BELT



THE SIGNATURE BELT

Loops for 
threading 
on 
shoulders 
braces

Built-in back 
support

Natural wool 
felt padding 
for comfort

Buckaroo 
embossed 
keeper

5 point 
adjustment 
on heavy 
duty leather

Main 
buckle for 
doing up 
belt

Upper 
belt strap 
to hold 
pouches 
and tool 
holders

Separators 
for even 
weight 
distribution

THE SIGNATURE TRADEMANS BACK SUPPORT TOOL BELT
SKU: TMSRC

The Signature Tradesman’s Back Support Tool Belt is the 
ultimate tool belt. Designed to offer support over extended 
periods, the more you wear this belt the more comfortable it 
gets. The upper belt strap allows you to add on tool holders and 
pouches and it is fastened with a heavy duty buckle.
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ALL ROUNDER TOOL BELT
SKU: TMAR
 
The All Rounder tool belt is a comfortable option that doesn’t have built in back support. It is better suited 
for carrying lighter weight and fewer tools. It weights approx 600gms. The upperbelt is fully adjustable to 
support tool pouches or frogs and fastens with a heavy duty buckle. 

LEATHER 50MM TOOL BELT
SKU: WB50

A 50mm (2 inch) wide all purpose traditional tool belt available in a variety of sizes.
Featuring a heavy heeled double prong buckle, this belt is made from 5mm thick genuine leather, the 
thickest we can find. No steroids or added chemicals have been added to boost up the thickness.

STEELFIXER BACK SUPPORT TOOL BELT
SKU: TMSF

The ultimate belt to suit the Steelfixer! (Tie Wire Reel not included)
Weighing approximately 800grams and specially designed to provide comfort over extended periods. 
This belt features 2 upper belts straps - one dedicated to holding a tie wire reel and the other for tool 
frogs and pouches. The heavy suede flap is positioned to sit under the reel and protect the wearers 
clothing from the sharp wire ends and oil.  

TOOL BELTS

ALL-IN-ONE SCAFFOLDER’S BELT KIT
One size fits all
SKU: TMSBK

The crew belt! Our All in One Scaffolders Belt Kit is a cost effective way to gear up a group.
Featuring a 50mm Belt and frogs to suit a shifter, podger/ratchet, tape, nipps, hammer and level, this belt 
is a winner for kitting out a crew. The belt is one size fits all and suited up to a 46 inch size. 
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BLACK
SKU: TMABB
 

BROWN
SKU: TMAB

APRON STYLE BELTS

The Apron Style Tool Belt is 
based on a more traditional 
approach. It features two 
nailbags, built in chisel 
holder, tape frog, hammer 
frog, built in square & ruler 
pouch.

Our nailbags are 
manufactured using 
waterproofed boot upper 
leathers, quality bonded 
threads and features double 
stitched seams. Our Apron 
Style Tool Belt is a good 
choice for a DIYer, joinery/
factory use or as a gift to a 
woodwork enthusiast!

This belt is One Size Fits All. 
The maximum size is 48 inch. 
Larger sizes can be made 
upon request.
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32MM LEATHER BELT
SKU: KSB32

The KSB is a practical solution for wearing 
under your tool belt. It is 32mm wide and 

made from 4mm leather. It features a riveted 
on nickle plated roller buckle.

For over 40 years we have been crafting belts from hand selected 
leathers and quality hardware. Available from size 28” upwards and in 

black leather only. 

VELCRO FASTENED UNDERBELT
SKU: VEL32

Designed to sit flat under your tool belt, the leather VEL32 is a popular choice. 32mm in 
width and featuring a stitched on VELCRO® brand fastening. It is a great looking and highly 

practical belt. The VEL32 is also recommended for mechanics or those working in more 
sensitive work environments. 

38MM LEATHER BELT
SKU: KSB38

The KSB is a practical solution for wearing 
under your tool belt. It is 38mm wide and 

made from 4mm leather. It features a riveted 
on nickle plated roller buckle.
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SHOULDER BRACES

Complies with AS/NZS 1906:4:2010 – Reflective materials

Shoulder Braces designed to fit our range of tool belts. Our braces allows for better distribution of weight and relieves 
some of the strain that can affect the lower lumber. This is achieved through the weight being transferred to the wearers 
shoulders as opposed to their back.

Made from premium Australian Made woven webbing in a premium black colour and featuring reflective tape, Buckaroo 
shoulder braces are fully adjustable and feature 3 molded plastic tri slides for easy positioning. Each strap affixes to each of 
the 3 wire loops attached to our padded belts. Once the braces have been affixed and are comfortable for the wearer, they 
don’t ever need to be removed from the tool belt.

The front chest strap can be unclipped for easy removal of your belt and braces combination.

Available in one size only however larger sizes can be ordered upon request.

Shoulder Braces - Black
One size fits all

SKU: TMHB

Shoulder Braces - Orange
One size fits all

SKU: TMH
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TOOL FROGS
Made from a variety of genuine leathers. All Buckaroo frogs are stitched with durable poly thread and all 
rivets are pressure riveted for extra strength.  All frogs are hand edge dyed and finished, where possible, 
internal reinforcing has been added. All frogs can be threaded onto a belt up to 2” wide. Our unique metal 
tool holder designs are made in Australia.
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SHIFTER FROGS

LEVEL FROGS

POWER TOOLS

TOOL FROGS

2 Way Radio
SKU: TMRP

Power Tool Battery Pouch
SKU: TMBPS

Power Tool Holder
SKU: NGH

Shifter Frog
SKU: TMSH

Shaped Level Frog
SKU: TMSL

Double Shifter Frog
SKU: TMDS

Straight Level Frog
SKU: TMLRP

Shifter frog with Safety Strap
SKU: TMSHS

Shaped Level Frog with Safety Strap
SKU: TMSLS

Features a metal piece to attach 
a power tool onto.

Provides a secure option for 
housing a two way radio. 

Features an elasticised safety 
strap.

Designed to fit both 12 inch and 
15 inch shifters.

Holds a shaped level frog.

Designed to fit two shifters or 
one shifter and one podger/

ratchet.

Securely holds a level and 
features a firm molded cavity.

Designed to fit both 12 inch and 
15 inch shifters.

Holds a shaped level frog. 
Features a safety strap with heavy 

duty press stud. 

Suits most cordless drills 
regardless of battery size. It 

features drill bit holders and a 
safety strap.

To suit popular power tool 
battery packs and features velcro 

closure.

Cordless Drill Pouch
SKU: TMDP
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NIPPS FROGSTAPE FROGS

Tape Clip
SKU: CTC

Tape Frog - Extra Large
SKU: TFXL

Tape Frog - Slotted
SKU: TFS

Tape Frog
SKU: TFL

Nipps Frog 
SKU: TMNFS

Double Nipps Frog
SKU: TMDN

Longer Reach Nipps Frog
SKU: TMNL

Nipps Frog - Moulded
SKU: TMNF

Nipps Frog With Safety Strap 
SKU: TMNF/S

Chisel and nipps frog
SKU: TCHNFS

Chisel and Nipps Pouch
SKU: TCHN

A compact solution for holding 
any size tape.

Securely holds a larger tape 
ie Fatmax. Featuring a safety 
strap with a strong press stud 

fastening.

Securely holds an 8-10m tape. A 
belt can be threaded through the 
two slots to allow for a tighter fit.

Securely holds an 8-10m tape 
and featuring a safety strap with 

a strong press stud fastening, 

Holds one pair of wire cutters. Holds two pairs of wire cutters. Holds one pair of wire cutters.
This frog has a lower drop.

Holds one pair of wire cutters. Holds one pair of wire cutters 
with safety strap.

Holds one chisel and one pair of 
wire cutters.

Holds one chisel and one pair of 
nipps.

TOOL FROGS
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HAMMER FROGS CHISEL FROGS

HAMMER FROG
SKU: PHF

Hammer and Chisel Frog
SKU: TCHF

Ultimate Hammer Holder
SKU: TMHF

Scaffold Hammer Frog
SKU: TMPH

Holds a claw hammer or any 
larger head hammer. 

Holds one chisel and one 
hammer.

Holds chisel and one hammer.

Holds a scaffold hammer or 
any narrow handled hammer 
and features a safety strap.

Up to two chisels can fit this 
pouch.

Holds 10 chisels either alternately 
or all in the one direction. 

Designed to hold up to four 
chisels 

(2 in the front and 2 at the back)

Hold 10 chisels with a flap 
covering. 

Holds a claw hammer or any 
larger head hammer and features 

a safety strap.

Holds a Scaffold hammer or any 
narrow handled hammer.

Scaffold Hammer Frog 
with Safety Strap

SKU: TMPHS

Chisel Holder
SKU: TMCSL

Chisel Roll
SKU: TMCR

Combined Hammer 
and Chisel Frog

SKU: TCHF

Chisel Roll 2
SKU: TMCR2

Twin Chisel Pouch 
SKU: TMTC

TOOL FROGS

Chisel and Nipps Pouch
SKU: TCHN

Holds one chisel and one pair of 
nipps.

Chisel and nipps frog
SKU: TCHNFS

Holds one chisel and one pair of 
wire cutters.
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Double Ratchet Frog with Safety 
Strap 

SKU: TMDR/S   

Double Ratchet Frog 
SKU: TMDR 

20mm Podger/Ratchet/Key Frog
SKU: TMPF20

30mm Podger/Ratchet/Key Frog
SKU: TMPF30

40mm Podger/Ratchet/Key Frog
SKU: TMPF40

30mm Podger/Ratchet/Key Frog 
with Safety Strap
SKU: TMRF30

40mm Podger/Ratchet/Key Frog 
with Safety Strap
SKU: TMRF40

20mm Podger/Ratchet/Key Frog 
with Safety Strap
SKU: TMRF20

Smart Phone Pouch - Extra large
SKU: MPPXL

Smart Phone/ Android Pouch
SKU: MPAP

Phone Pouch Small
SKU: MPP

Smart Phone Pouch - Large
SKU: MPPX

Podger/Ratchet frog made from 
4mm leather and moulded for 

longer lasting durability.

Podger/Ratchet frog made from 
4mm leather and moulded for 

longer lasting durability.

Podger/Ratchet frog made from 
4mm leather and moulded for 

longer lasting durability. 

Podger/Ratchet frog made 
from 4mm leather and moulded 

for longer lasting durability, 
featuring a supportive safety 

strap. 

Podger/Ratchet frog made from 
4mm leather and moulded for 
longer lasting durability and 
featuring a supportive safety 

strap. 

Holds 2 ratchet/ podgers/ keys 
or drifts securely. Features 

adjustable safety strap.

Holds 2 ratchet/ podgers/ keys 
or drifts securely.

Podger/Ratchet frog made from 
4mm leather and moulded for 
longer lasting durability and 
featuring a supportive safety 

strap. 

To suit iPhone 6
Will fit new smartphones 

including those that have a cover 
or protective case.  

To suit larger Android phones 
and the new iPhone 6 Plus

Will fit new smartphones with 
or without a cover or protective 

case. 

Designed to suit smaller phones. 
This pouch can also suit a 

leatherman or folding knife.

Will fit most popular 
smartphones that have a cover or 

protective case. 

RATCHET / KEY / PODGER FROGS PHONE POUCHES

TOOL FROGS

Features VELCRO® fastening and holes at base for 
easier hearing
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Chalk Holder
SKU: TMCH2

Aviation Snipps Pouch
SKU: TMAS

TOOL FROGS

ASSORTED / MULTIPURPOSE

Can and Glue Bottle Holder
SKU: LCH

Wrist Lanyard
SKU: TML

Tin Snips Pouch
SKU: TMSP

Combination Square Rule Pouch
SKU: TMSQP

Multi Tool Pouch
SKU: MTP

Pipe Wrench Frog
SKU: TMPW/10

Stanley Knife Pouch
SKU: TMSKP

Aviation Snipps Pouch with 
Safety Strap
SKU: TMASS

Securely hold a standard spray 
can or a glue bottle. It is of 

sturdy construction and made 
from 3mm leather with rivets to 

maintain strength. 

Attaches to any tool, where attachment is possible, to prevent it 
from slipping from users hands. It features a strong leather armband, 

webbing strap and strong wire tool attachment. All hardware and metal 
parts on this item are of high quality to ensure safety and performance. 
This is a completely hand made item where quality control is assured.

Holds 2 pieces of chalk using 
strong elastic. It is a lightweight 

frog fastened using quality 
thread and rivets.

Suits 1 pair of aviation snipps. 
It is a lightweight frog fastened 
using quality thread and rivets.

Holds one pair of straight tin 
snips. It features a molded cavity 

to securely hold the tool.

Holds one combo square and 
one ruler firmly in place. It is a 
lightweight frog that offers a 

practical storage solution.

Suited to a range of tools 
including screwdrivers, nipps, 
pliers, shifters and small hand 

tools. The D-ring at the base can 
hold gloves. 

This frog is designed to securely 
hold a 10” pipe wrench. 

Holds a knife, pen/pencil 
and small tools. Made from 
waterproofed boot upper 

leather.

Suits 1 pair of aviation snipps and 
features a safety strap.
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The buckaroo TMPH and TMPHS 
frogs will suit the Scaffold 
hammer.

Scaffold Hammer Frog with 
Safety Strap
SKU: TMPHS

Scaffold Hammer Frog
SKU: TMPH

Buckaroo Scaffold Hammer
SKU: PH

NEW AND IMPROVED DESIGN - AUSTRALIAN MADE

Weighing 1.4kgs and made from quality steel, the Buckaroo Scaffold 
Hammer has been manufactured to suit strict requirements as 
demanded by the scaffolders we have worked with during the design 
process. This is our improved design.

It features a non slip handle and can be used on most system 
scaffolds. It has a balanced solid head and tapered poster at the 
other.

SCAFFOLD HAMMER
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NAILBAGS & TOOLBAGS
Nailbags are turned by hand allowing for quality control to take place at each stage of production.  All 
bags include pencil and punch holders. 

Made from premium Australian boot upper leather with a waterproof finish, all Buckaroo nailbags 
feature double stitched edges, riveting at wear points and attention to detail.
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4 Pocket Formwork Bag - Black
W260mm x H350mm

SKU: NBF4B

3 Pocket Formwork Bag - Brown
W260mm x H350mm

SKU: NBF3

Hold All Bag
W200mm X H220mm

SKU: TMHA

Cabinetmaker’s Bag
W200mm X H230mm

SKU: TMCMB

4 Pocket Formwork  Bag - Brown
W260mm x H350mm

SKU: NBF4

4 Pocket Formwork  Bag - Brown
W260mm x H350mm

SKU: NBF4

2 Pocket Nailbag - Black
W220mm x H300mm

SKU: NBS2B

2 Pocket Nail Bag - Brown
W220mm x H300mm

SKU: NBS2

3 Pocket Formwork Bag - Black
W260mm x H350mm

SKU: NBF3B

3 Pocket Nailbag - Black
W220mm x H300mm

SKU: NBS1B

3 Pocket Nailbag - Brown
W220mm x H300mm

SKU: NBS1

3 Pocket Nailbag - Black
W220mm x H300mm 

SKU: NBS3B

3 Pocket Nailbag - Brown
W220mm x H300mm

SKU: NBS3

NAILBAGS & TOOL BAGS

Tablet Pouch
W250mm X 280mm

SKU: TMTP
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Electrician’s Pouch
W250mm, H300mm, D150mm
SKU: TMEP

3.6mm Firm leather pouch designed to suit the Electrician.

Featuring a tape holder, multiple tool holders and completely molded to be more 
comfortable for the wearer, the Buckaroo Electrician’s pouch has been extensively 
trialled and tested. Interior

Large Rigger’s Bolt Bag
H200mm W250mm D100mm.
SKU: TMBB

Made from a variety of 4-6mm 
thick leathers, the Buckaroo 
Riggers Bolt Bag is comfortable 
for the wearer to attach to a tool 
belt. We recommend this bag 
be worn with a back support 
belt only, and preferably with 
the braces attachment to offer 
optimal back support.

This firm bag designed to hold 
the weight of heavy bolts and 
nails and features drift holders. 
It is fully stitched and riveted for 
extra strength. 

Small Riggers Bolt Bag
H200mm, W210mm, D60mm
SKU: TMBBS

Firm bag designed to hold the 
weight of heavy bolts and nails 
and features drift holders. It is 
fully stitched and riveted for 
extra strength. 

NAILBAGS & TOOL BAGS
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The Ultimate Tradesman’s Tool Bag
H260mm x W450mm x D250mm.
SKU: TMTB

The Ultimate Tradesman’s Tool 
Bag is a heavy duty product 
featuring separate internal tool 
compartments, four external 
Velcro™ fastened pockets, fully 
stitched and riveted with an 
adjustable leather shoulder strap. 

Made using only the strongest 
leathers. It can carry in excess of 
30kgs.

INTERIOR

The Ultimate Tradesman’s Tool Bag - Small
H260mm x W450mm x D250mm.
SKU: TMTBS

The smaller version of the Buckaroo Ultimate 
Tradesman’s Tool Bag. Designed to hold tools 
of your choosing, it features a heavy duty 
adjustable leather strap.

This bag features a Velcro™ fastening and strict 
attention is paid to all wear points.

NAILBAGS & TOOL BAGS




